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Foreword

Of the cross-hatched marks, Jasper has famously said he was first inspired by the pattern when
he glimpsed it on an oncoming car on the highway: “I only saw it for a second, but knew immediately that I was going to use it. It had all the qualities that interest me—literalness, repetitiveness, an obsessive quality, order with dumbness, and the possibility of a complete lack of
meaning.” I have always loved the crosshatch motif and the importance it has carried through
Jasper’s work since the 1970s. These abstract compositions experiment with patterns and
color, and I am particularly drawn to the Cicada series (figs. 1, 2). Jasper has said: “The Cicada
title has to do with the image of something bursting through its skin, which is what they do.
You have all those shells where the back splits and they’ve emerged. And basically that kind of
splitting form is what I tried to suggest.”
While I was first reluctant when Craig asked me to curate this show, I agreed primarily
because it was a show I wanted to see. I would like to thank Jasper for allowing us to do this
exhibition and for his immense generosity in loaning so many works from his personal collection. I am so grateful and humbled to know him, so grateful for our many years of friendship
and for the constant he has been in my life. While I had the great privilege of living with and
loving his great painting Map (1963), which I purchased in 1968 from Ben Heller, I recall meeting Jasper through Philip Johnson and visiting him in his building on East Houston Street at
some point in the late 1970s or early 1980s. Philip was a huge champion of Jasper and determined to fill in missing links in MoMA’s collection. I am sure I was intimidated and timid in those
initial encounters, but somehow through these many decades Jasper has become a treasured
friend and I look forward to delicious meals in Connecticut and other intimate gatherings. I have
also been so fortunate to be able to collect Jasper’s work in all media and was able to gift to
MoMA a work that I think is one of the most significant, Between the Clock and the Bed (1981),
an encaustic on canvas that features a fully abstract image consisting of an allover motif of
cross-hatching executed in somewhat loose brushstrokes.
Thank you as well to Rob for a brilliant essay and to Craig Starr and his remarkable
team at the gallery.

— Agnes Gund

Jasper Johns, Between the Clock and the Bed, 1981. Encaustic on canvas (3 panels), 72 x 1261⁄4 inches.
The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of Agnes Gund (1982).
Digital Image © The Museum of Modern Art/Licensed by SCALA / Art Resource, NY.
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Jasper Johns—Fracture and Flux
by Robert Storr
For Sally

Photo: Hans Namuth. Courtesy Center for Creative Photography, University of Arizona. © 1991 Hans Namuth Estate.

As anyone who has ever taken a basic drawing class knows—and can tell you if you’ve not had
the experience—there are two basic ways to create the illusion of volume when drawing with a
dry graphic medium on a flat piece of paper. Wet media favor continuous tone that allows for
many other effects, as can readily be witnessed in the fluttering liquid cloisonné wonders of
Johns’s recent series of images based on a photograph of a weeping American soldier, James
C. Farley, taken for Life magazine during the Vietnam War by the renowned combat photographer Larry Burrows. (Alexi Worth’s essay for the catalogue of this 2019 show is one of the
most insightful things written on this most written about artist in years.)
On the dry-media side of the equation, the first technique is shading. It usually consists of putting down a range of continuous values by means of evenly distributed yet tonally
modulated layers of some kind of particulate material—charcoal, graphite, crayon, or chalk.
The second is hatching or cross-hatching. These methods bundle lines that let the light of the
sheet show through between individual strokes while faceting, and to that extent shaping, the
form to which these bundles of tone are attached, leaving the bright spaces between those
lines to flicker or pulse.
There have been innumerable masters of shading stretching from Leonardo da Vinci
—famously adept at near magical sfumato, or the effect of seeing the subject at hand as if
through a cloud of fine mist that softens the contours of the dominant forms to the point of
making them vanish in a puff of smoke—to Georges Seurat, who applied the lessons of impressionism to crepuscular settings in which the radiance of the naked page is covered if not
engulfed by dense blackness that occasionally sparkles when valleys in the rough paper-pulp
terrain are left untouched by the overall coating of waxy marks. Meanwhile, great masters of
hatching (in which all the form-hugging delineations are roughly parallel) and cross-hatching (in
which they intersect sometimes at right angles but more often obliquely) range from Renaissance
painter, draftsman, and printmaker Albrecht Dürer, to the Baroque mannerist Henrick Goltzius,
to Paul Cézanne. Unsurprisingly, there were artists who excelled at combining both hatching
and continuous tone, notably the painter and draftsman Jean-Antoine Watteau, whose red-andblack chalk studies of aristocratic dalliance are among the marvels of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, and, inevitably, Pablo Picasso, whose multifarious drawings were unrivaled in the twentieth for their variety, invention, and formal authority.
Connoisseurs of drawing may have their own individual preferences, but appreciating the nuances of one type of facture or the other, as well as of the fusion or dynamic juxtaposition of these two basic methodologies, is in itself the reward for close looking. Similarly,
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Jasper Johns in his Stony Point, NY studio, with Usuyuki, 1977–78 (The Cleveland Museum of Art,
Leonard C. Hanna, Jr. Fund 1993.109) in progress in the background.

careful attention to piano, violin, or guitar fingerings lends greater depth to the listener’s grasp
and enjoyment of music, demonstrating that virtuosity, musical or artistic, consists of the
capacity to deploy such skills at will to seamlessly accent parts of the whole.
It is no secret that Jasper Johns is among the virtuoso draftsmen of the late twentieth
and early twenty-first centuries, as well as of the modernist period overall. He has achieved that
distinction without having studied the academic tricks of the trade that gave most of the artists
previously mentioned their foundation. If you consult the recently published catalogue raisonné
of Johns’s drawings—or for that matter the catalogue raisonné of his paintings—you will search
in vain for conventional life-studies, landscapes, still lives, or other observation-derived formmaking with pencil, charcoal, pen, or brush—these being his habitual tools. However many he
may have produced while taking courses at the University of South Carolina in his scant three
semesters there prior to heading for New York, where he briefly attended the Parsons School of
Design before being drafted into the army during the Korean War, Johns would appear to have
destroyed them along with his early paintings in order to begin his professional life, tabula rasa.
For comparison, consider that in the work by the artists Johns has collected or associated with,
from Willem de Kooning (his immediate elder) to Eva Hesse and Bruce Nauman (his immediate
juniors), such exercises are very much part of their known oeuvre.
By contrast, Johns seems never to have struggled to render an image from sustained
observation—at least not as a mature talent. Instead he has codified them from schematic silhouettes and volumes and then rung changes on stock elements—such as a Savarin can, an
arm, a faucet, a cartoon version of an appropriated figurative likeness—until they become icons
that yield their mysteries through constant repetition and revision. During the formative stages
of his career—roughly, that is, from 1955 until 1962—Johns reveled in fusing elegant hatching—loose bands of tone or thickets of lines—over bursts of amorphous washes in reiterative
renderings of flags, targets, and versions of other subjects, often enough done after rather than
in preparation for a painting as was customary for “old school” painters of earlier generations.
In short, he has strictly hewed to his own ars poetica, “Take an object. Do something
to it. Do something else to it,” that something being both the subject and object of a quasi-tautological effort. Although he owns a very beautiful early study of two young boys (circa 1860)

Jasper Johns, Flag, 1955. Graphite pencil on paper, 81⁄2 x 101⁄8 inches.
The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of Edgar Kaufmann, Jr. (by exchange) and
Committee on Drawing Funds, 438.2004.
Digital Image © The Museum of Modern Art/Licensed by SCALA / Art Resource, NY.

by Edgar Degas, several remarkable pencil and watercolor sketches by Paul Cézanne, and two
tiny Cézanne oil nudes, one a miniature version of the emblematic The Bather (1885) in the collection of the Museum of Modern Art in New York, Johns himself seems to have entirely skipped
their protracted engagement with translating “nature” into “art.” Rather, he starts with art and
by means of restatement and variation progressively denatures and transforms it into an alternate, emphatically self-contained universe of forms and feelings.

According to the established narrative, the pivotal moment in Johns’s development—
or might we not respectfully call it his on-the-job training?—was the painting Flag (1954–55).
Filling the full dimensions of the rigid wooden panel on which he worked, Johns made the
eponymous “figure” of Flag exactly coextensive with its “ground,” obviating concern for creating anything outside the margins of his source image. Having seized upon this internally consistent template, for several years thereafter Johns focused his attention on the surround of
centered images that seldom exceeded the edges of their support, engendering monochrome
or subtly mottled backgrounds devoid of active pictorial devices, as in Flag above White with
Collage (1955) and Flag on Orange Field (1957). The same general principles used to create
Flag held true for the contemporaneous Green Target (1955), as they did for the thoroughly
gridded Gray Alphabets (1956), Gray Numbers (1957), Numbers in Color (1958–59), and most
other permutations of these incrementally dilating and shrinking motifs. In the process Johns
replaced the turbulent “alloverness” of abstract expressionism with his own holistic, generally
entropic, neo-dada not-quite-sameness. But as the 1960s unfolded there was mounting evidence that he was restless with the compositional “solution” he had found. Then as always,
like Gertrude Stein on her deathbed demurring at the question “What is the answer?” Johns
was implicitly or explicitly asking, “What is the question?”
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Jasper Johns, Harlem Light, 1967. Oil and collage on canvas (4 panels), 85 x 1721⁄8 inches.
Seattle Art Museum, Partial and promised gift of Jon and Mary Shirley, in honor of the 75th Anniversary
of the Seattle Art Museum, 2002.67.
Photo: Jamie Stukenberg, Professional Graphics, Rockford, Ill. Courtesy The Wildenstein Plattner Institute.

Large format works—all but two of them spreading across more than one panel—
such as Diver (1962–63), Studio (1964), Untitled (1964–65), Edingsville (1965), Studio II
(1966), and Harlem Light (1967) show Johns stepping up to meet head-on the challenge of
mural scale “American-type painting”—Clement Greenberg’s term for expansive abstract
expressionism—even as he was endeavoring to rephrase his friend Robert Rauschenberg’s
“combines” in his own idiom. Almost by definition the results were mixed. Substituting the
spatulate smears made with a twelve-inch ruler for the broad loaded-brush swipe of the
abstract expressionists, Johns also riffed on gestural painting by contriving static counterimages of prevailing malerisch movement in which rigid geometric color charts and color rectangles, block letters, stenciled or imprinted grids resembling window and door frames, and the
proximate presence of three-dimensional objects—rulers, cast body parts, wood-mounted studio detritus, suspended color mixing receptacles, in sum, the tools of his trade—were juxtaposed with lush passages of gloriously impure, and in the context, inorganic and highly selfconscious “pure” painterliness.
The collage aesthetic of these components was fused with another composite tradition of American-type painting, that of nineteenth-century picture puzzles—trompe-l’oeil still
lives—limned by John Frederick Peto and William Harnett. The middle term between these formally antithetical approaches—one inherently centrifugal the other centripetal—and thus the
wild card in Johns’s game of sleight of hand, was the flagstone motif that the artist saw in
passing on the side of a building in Harlem. Much in the same way, he would later register and
respond to other “slipping glimpses,” to cite de Kooning’s description of ready-made images
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caught on the fly. Relocating this flooring motif to the wall permitted Johns to lay out a spatial
mesh of varying dimensions. When carefully abutted physically by workmen laying a floor, or, as
in this instance, graphically by an artist who addresses its patterns as ready-mades, linoleum
can create a unified surface of virtually boundless proportions, while at the same time offering
a painter or draftsman fond of outlining and progressively filling distinct areas virtually unlimited opportunities to do just that.
The flagstone paradigm in Harlem Light (1967) perfectly suited Johns, and in the
ensuing years he returned to it repeatedly, most notably perhaps in Untitled (1972), where it is
rotated, doubled, and flipped—all indispensable Johnsian “do something, do something else”
syntactical and orientational maneuvers—to compose the diptych at the center of this major
four-panel work. On the far right panel is the most elaborate of Johns’s body-part assemblages
—a macabre, exsanguinated, quasi-portrait composed of surrogate fragments, encompassing
tinted wax casts of hands, feet, knees, shank, and torso—all affixed to rough-cut lumber slats
that irregularly crisscross the vertical canvas.1 The first panel, on the left side of the spread of
flagstones, is a relatively new term in Johns’s pictorial vocabulary, one representing a quantum
leap beyond the adjacent flagstones: “cross-hatching.”
The source for this protean graphic device has been ascribed to a photograph Johns
had seen of a man painting a tree used to advertise a barber’s concession in Mexico City. As is
customary in tropical climates, the tree had been whitewashed to discourage boring insects,
and the painter was embellishing it with sinuously bunched red slashes. Eventually, in 1975,

Jasper Johns, Untitled, 1972. Oil, encaustic, and collage on canvas with objects (4 panels), 72 x 1921⁄4 inches.
Museum Ludwig, Cologne. Ludwig Donation (1976).
Photo: Carl Brunn, Aachen, Germany. Courtesy The Wildenstein Plattner Institute.
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Johns painted a work titled The Barber’s Tree, but Untitled antedates the publication of the
putative source image in National Geographic, in May 1973. However, Scent (1973–74) coincides with it, although Johns, habitually guarded about exactly where a given working premise
comes from, recently told the author that it was based on something he saw on the side of a
car in traffic. Either way, it doesn’t much matter. All that really counts is what that working
proposition did, or allowed Johns to do. In his case, having a fertile imagination consists far
less of having a well-stocked inventory of things to transpose and transform than of having a
“need” for something that then proceeds to reveal its larger capacities and meanings through
the working process.
One more thing is certain, though: hatching did not suggest itself to Johns because
he was on the prowl for a method of creating the illusion of recession or roundness alluded to
in the opening paragraph of this essay. Quite the opposite. As laid out in intersecting, approximately triangular units, hatching afforded him a means of filling a surface of any dimensions
with variable configurations that exist optically halfway between two and three dimensions.
The layering and obliquity of ranked strokes direct the eye into a space designed to bounce it
right back, thereby evoking a depth of field that nevertheless prohibits the eye from losing its
focus on the taut picture plane directly in front of it. In turn, Johns’s hatching obviated biomorphic curves, floating lozenges, or edge-to-edge color relationships as means of activating the
“push/pull” spatial dynamics that Hans Hofmann identified with allover post-cubist abstraction in general and abstract expressionism in particular.

In a stroke, or better said, in dozens of strokes if not more, Johns had found a painterly
as well as graphic idiom that gave him access to the options Jackson Pollock enjoyed by dripping paint, that de Kooning explored by slathering and scraping it back, that Franz Kline took
advantage of by way of calligraphy, and that Bradley Walker Tomlin and Mark Tobey modestly
mapped with refined tracery at the scale mastered by the first three and their ablest gestural
contemporaries. What followed was an in all senses continuous unfolding of wondrous abstract
field paintings imbued with a tactility and gestural variety unlike anything previously seen in
postwar art. Those exalted precedents accent the utter here-and-nowness of Johns’s hatched
paintings and drawings, which eschew atmospheric illusionism and make no appeal to transcendence and promise none. This is abstraction devoid of metaphysics, as well as of predetermined art historical agendas, which, sooner or later, inevitably make recourse to “meta”
rationales. In those two respects Johns’s cross-hatching represents as significant a departure
from the ethos of twentieth-century American art after 1940 as his concentration on quotidian,
“things the mind already knows” iconography.
The risk entailed by such an assertion and by the kind of formal analysis I have
engaged in thus far is that it glosses over or ignores the emotional impact such commonplace
subject matter and such “neutral” patterning can have. On that score let me simply take stock
of the thematic titles Johns gave some of these works, discuss the images he imposed upon
or extracted from them in the case of two key series at issue, and describe the Edgar Allan
Poe-like fate of the collector of one such work.
The first in the series of paintings made exclusively by hatching is constructed—the
mot juste and more specifically the right verb, given the tensile strength of the quasi-cubist
alternation of orange, green, and purple facets of the aggregate—is Scent (1973–74). Roberta
Bernstein, Johns’s close friend and most trustworthy interpreter, explained that the artist’s
choice of title came from the fact that “Scent refers to things that escape definition.”2 Johns,
in his own words, was thinking of “something that couldn’t be identified but would be sensed
in a certain way … like an odor.”3 That the colors he deployed are all secondaries—that is to
say mixtures of two of the primary colors red, yellow, and blue—sets the painting’s striations in
a minor key with shimmering subliminal contrasts like those found in Mughal miniatures,
though Scent is fully six feet high and ten and a half feet across. The rhythmic beat of the work
is once more produced by repeating, reversing, and flipping the basic composition of a single
panel while changing the dominant hues of the component hatch-patches.
Or, put another way, Johns mirrors and rotates those components with kaleidoscopic
consequences. If you consider the surrealist drawing game of exquisite corpse, in which a
composition is the chance result of many contributions that share a sheet and meet on creases
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Jasper Johns, Scent, 1973–74. Oil and encaustic on canvas (3 panels), 72 x 1261⁄4 inches.
Ludwig Forum für Internationale Kunst, Aachen, Germany. Ludwig Donation (2000).
Photo: Carl Brunn, Aachen, Germany. Courtesy The Wildenstein Plattner Institute.

within it, it is no wonder that two of the most important initial works in the hatching series are
titled Corpse and Mirror (both 1974, opposite, fig. 8). As is his wont, Johns made utterly distinct paintings out of a single format by varying their respective palettes. One uses the primaries plus white, the other black and white simultaneously muted and enhanced by a pink blush
on the right-hand side. He also obtained variety by altering his materials—the chromatic one is
oil mixed with sand and the tonal one is the sum of encaustic, oil, and collage—and by reconfiguring the part-to-part structure of each. Thus, the tonal version is two vertical panels joined
to create a horizontal piece, whereas the chromatic one consists of four panels, three of which
are stacked on the left-hand side so as to match the height of the single vertical panel on the
right, whose graphic definition seems marginally less intense, as if it were a diminished monoprint of the left side laid next to it.
The Dutch Wives (1975)—the title a sly, melancholic reference to pillows employed as
sexual substitutes—and the three-panel Weeping Women (also 1975)—an allusion to Picasso’s
paintings of bereft women—take this neutral formal play into the realm of overt expression. In the
first instance, the result evokes depressive numbness, in the second, nauseating anxiety. Both
paintings were predominantly executed in encaustic, with the arrowlike imprint of a conventional
iron branded into the wax in Weeping Women. Given that the directional signs in Weeping Women
point away from the middle of the central panel—in the tinted off-red, off-yellow, and off-blue spectrum of the composition’s lateral design—its indexical motifs effectively become the enigmatic
protagonists of the painting, which owes its aggregate affective tenor to the queasy color scheme.
The compound associations elicited by Johns’s titles, especially the intimations of mortality and of loneliness that are the salient feature of many of these works—dare one say, given
the artist’s comments to Bernstein, the aroma of desolation they emit and by which they are
enveloped—demonstrate the manner in which an ostensibly procedural approach can yield profoundly moving and poetic results. Johns made such themes still more explicit in Tantric Detail I
(1980) and Tantric Detail II and III (both 1981)—all three realized at the start of the AIDS epidemic—in which a hairy scrotum and a skull anchor a field of hatching. Then there are the two
large and two small versions of Between the Clock and the Bed (the large from 1981, the small
from 1983), the title inspired by Edvard Munch’s Self-portrait between the Clock and the Bed
(1940–43), an old artist’s meditation on death, in which a bedspread with a hatched pattern
serendipitously appears. Still more morbid is Johns’s third large-format rendition of Between the
Clock and the Bed (1982–83; also with a small version, 1983), which is executed in a harsh,
black-ice grisaille, not to mention the long, narrow, and only marginally less forbidding Untitled
(1981–82), with its layered leaden grayscale and subdued color-hatched ground punctuated on
the extreme right by a graffiti-like skull and crossbones.

At the furthest extreme is another subgroup of crosshatch paintings, prints, and drawings collectively titled Usuyuki (1977–82), meaning “light snow” in Japanese and reminiscent
of white speckled imagery from Utagawa Hiroshige’s woodcut series Fifty-three Stations of the
Tōkaidō (circa 1833–34). While he was stationed in Japan during his military service, Johns
discovered his affinity for the culture, returning on the occasion of a gallery exhibition in Tokyo
in 1964 for an extended stay. He further deepened his connection to the culture through his
friendship with the Zen-inspired John Cage, and he has continued to draw sustenance from the
elegant ordinariness of the Japanese way of life. The exquisitely subtle loveliness of these
works come as a relief from the implicit, if not explicit, anguish of the death-haunted paintings
and drawings just discussed. The Usuyuki group by example demonstrates the extraordinarily
expressive range in just one body of work within Johns’s seemingly consistent oeuvre. Those
who lament that Johns has repeated himself to a fault—and there are many—would do well to
closely scrutinize examples of images they think resemble each other and take stock of just
how different the experience of one can in reality be from another that “looks just like it.”
Arguably, meanwhile, the most significant referent for Johns’s hatching is to be found
in several of Picasso’s variations on Eugène Delacroix’s Femmes d’Alger dans leur appartement
(1834). As luck would have it, Johns knew this series well because his close friends Victor
and Sally Ganz had purchased all fifteen variants from Picasso in 1956, just a year after their
completion, later selling ten and keeping five. These five hung in the small Chinese-red-walled
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Jasper Johns, Corpse and Mirror, 1974. Oil, encaustic, and collage on canvas (2 panels), 50 x 681⁄8 inches.
Collection David Geffen, Los Angeles.
Photo: Jamie Stukenberg, Professional Graphics, Rockford, Ill. Courtesy The Wildenstein Plattner Institute.

living room of their two-story duplex on Gracie Square on the Upper East Side of Manhattan.
That was where Johns, among many others, would come to see the Picassos along with the
rest of their legendary collection, which aside from numerous other masterpieces by Picasso,
also centered on Johns, Hesse—the two met each other for the first time at a party at the
Ganzes—and Frank Stella.
Among the fifteen versions of Delacroix’s work by Pablo Picasso—two of which were in
grisaille with the remainder being vividly colorful—Version O (1955), the final canvas of the
suite, with its intermittently chevroned perimeter, is in many respects a summum of the formal
characteristics of the entire group, of which the Ganzes also retained versions C, H, K, and M.
The common denominator of all fifteen, in the profoundly insightful analysis of art historian
Leo Steinberg, a regular guest of the Ganzes and an early advocate of Johns, is a highly pliable
fretwork subject to unexpected optical reversals in convexity and concavity, as if the space
depicted and everything in it were enmeshed in an intricate, comprehensive cat’s cradle strung
between the hands of a demiurge of mimesis who created and continuously manipulated its
strings over the arc of the series. Steinberg’s essay “The Algerian Women and Picasso at Large”
was included in his seminal collection Other Criteria: Confrontations with Twentieth-Century Art
(1972), which was published the same year that Johns was embarking on the first hatching
panel in Untitled. It is hard to imagine that Johns’s pictorial breakthrough and Steinberg’s interpretive leap were merely coincidental. However, it is easy to imagine their separate applications of the same basic formal principles as products of similar responses to the same
complex stimulus and, as such, a kind of intuitional dialogue.
In essence, Steinberg maintains that with these Delacroix variations Picasso picked
up cubist manipulations where he had left them in the early 1920s and mid-1930s and proceeded to press his advantage against the reliable legibility of solid masses, reinterpreting
them as frames of linear space by flattening those vestigially volumetric armatures until they
became sprung matrices capable of being turned inside out and backwards to like topological
shapes. Steinberg writes, “The effect of Cubism on the imaging of familiar bodies was to
unsolder their structure and scatter their parts. Cubism was still a transformation of remembered solids into a two-dimensional system,”4 adding “this withdrawal from tangibility is an
essential feature of Cubist rendering.”5 Further, “the splaying-out of foreshortened facets,
though derived from Cézanne, comes to serve a new purpose: not to fortify the masonry of
interlocked forms, but on the contrary, to disassemble their thinkable parts, so the conceptual
disjunction parallels the visual fragmentation of the whole field. In other words, in a Cubist
picture the here and there of divergent aspects is not designed to consolidate body surfaces,
but to impress the theme of discontinuity upon every level of consciousness.”6 This results in

“a perpetual re-zoning of features,”7 as in the contorted musician in L’Aubade (1942) or the
reclining grisaille figure Sleeping Nude (also 1942), a large oil in the Ganz collection, complete
with its striped framing edge of the blanket upon which the model restlessly reposes. The
internal contortions of her torso, hips, arms, and legs effectively twist planar perspective like a
wrung out, grayed dishrag. In Steinberg’s reading of Picasso’s revisiting of Cubism, the artist
embarked on “a conflation of aspects”8 to make a “picture [that] is built on a symmetry of cancellations,”9—as apt and pithy a description of Johns’s hatched paintings from Corpse and
Mirror II (1974–75) to Untitled (1979, fig. 4) and Dancers on a Plane (1982, fig. 3) to anything
found in Picasso’s output.
What Johns accomplished in the hatching works was, thus, to make a structural feature of Picasso’s imagery become the primary image of an otherwise figureless ground, and to
take that substitution to the same extremes of reversibility. Johns’s own account of his intentions is far more limited and prosaic: “I think I began doing the cross-hatch paintings as simple mathematical variations about how space can be divided.”10 Be that as it may, he opened
virgin territory in abstract painting. Once seeded by his cool but forceful variations on a consistent pictorial device, his hatching bore wondrous angular fruit, setting off a chain reaction
that articulated a corrugated, visually active, emphatically tactile sublime that in the aggregate
belies its ostensibly dispassionate formal premise. A sublime that paradoxically retains its
human scale regardless of the physical dimensions of a given piece because it is intrinsically
keyed to the haptic qualities of the artist’s mark-making.
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Pablo Picasso, Les femmes d’Alger (Version “O”), 1955. Oil on canvas, 447⁄8 × 575⁄8 inches.
Private collection of Hamad bin Jassim bin Jaber Al Thani, Doha, Qatar.
© Estate of Pablo Picasso / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York.

Attentive readers will recall that I previously promised to tell an Edgar Allan Poe-like
story about a Johns painting and have thus far not gotten around to it. Well, I was saving the
best for last. Poe’s tale “The Oval Portrait” recounts how a painter becomes so obsessed with
rendering a realistic depiction of his beloved that he fails to notice that she has withered and
died during the weeks she faithfully posed for him, his quest for lifelike verisimilitude having
drained away her actual vitality. Among the several Johns paintings Kirk Varnedoe, then MoMA’s
presiding Chief Curator of Painting and Sculpture, borrowed from the Ganz collection for his
exhaustive retrospective of the artist’s work in 1996 was Corpse and Mirror (page 15), which
normally hung in the Ganz’s bedroom across the room from the chair next to Sally’s bedside
table. (Victor died in 1987.) When it was returned after the exhibition closed, she instructed
the two MoMA couriers to reinstall it in its proper place. Once they left the house she sat down
to have a cigarette as was still her habit at eighty-five—once you reach great old age, she reasoned, why quit?—and reimmerse herself in this much loved, much missed picture. She died
sitting there, totally absorbed in, and uncannily, perhaps totally absorbed by her favorite work.
Corpse and Mirror, indeed!
. . . . .
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2. Roberta Bernstein. Jasper Johns – Catalogue Raisonné of Painting and Sculpture, Wildenstein Plattner Institute, New York,
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1. Cicada, 1979

2. Cicada, 1979

3. Dancers on a Plane, 1982
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